okay, not okay
false or true
damage
barefooted
real name
bone-setting
an unusual event
a question
crossing the ocean
self taught
indifference
eating and drinking
a device
happiness
hollowness
dust
geography
heaviness
dirty talk
forgetfulness
shadows
anatomical dissection
borrowed things
gladness
the next day
without comparison
devoid of reason
innumerable
motion
varnish
empty space
a promise
rules of grammar
talking face to face
one's great desire
translation
things valued
common custom
time
a friend
an enemy
hanging pictures
two or three times
implements, tools, utensils
extracts from books
a thief
going and coming
awake or asleep
exchange
counterfeit
ridicule
memory
this time
foolishness
multiplication
a letter of thanks
internal and external
the guest who has arrived
articles used to protect from the rain
hesitation
a transaction
a mannerism
an artifice
filth
a remote country
convenient
stiff in manner
even and equal
timidity
year-before-last
folly
cotton
contemptuous speaking
a plastered wall
paper
metal
an umbrella
rules of poetry
an armful
cunning
a raincoat
hunting ground
haze
shape
lose and win
sea and land
changing the name
a pocket book
admiration
a spy
importance
armour
leather shoes
a collector of debts
wall paper
another place
preparation
state
going by night
a chest of drawers
a great crime
loss / lost
loss and gain
on the spot
increasing or diminishing
both sides
dye-stuff
grass and trees
continuation
headache
the wings of a bird
a soldier
rags
talking in sleep
tears
rudeness
disaster
lead
same kind
an avalanche
a long rain
comfort
falling from a horse
idle
shedding tears
riot
a cellar
nameless
in a dream
useless
lawless
a lie
a song
emotion
traffic
the remainder
riding together
a cloud
agony
afire
the past
calamity from fire
retribution
great haste
a pill
concern
articles used in sleeping
killing in the dark
fully satisfied
landscape
a paperweight
appearance
the present time
false hearted
a false name
absent from one's seat
splendid
sight seeing
a letter
discontent
breathing
by and by
a tempest
play
sleeping late in the morning
scorn
an omen
a little while
disappointment
cloth
doubt
suspicion
madness
an old friend
opportunity
troublesome
water
a distant place
question and answer
flesh
all things
not yet
thread
what time, when
the particulars
stratagem
an imitation
hatred
a transient sleep
the first things of the season
day before yesterday
a lost thing
transportation
a smoothing iron
old clothes
cushion
quilt
snow-storm
dress
a true story
drowned
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